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PRESIDENT’S REPORT:  Would you believe it; this report is actually not from our PRESIDENT at all ... 

Well in some ways it is !  Very late at night, the newsletter needs to be out almost immediately - after 
three days of constant work. So what would our President say ?  “Welcome to all new committee members, 
thank you to past committee and let’s get on with the job.”   We have a Secretary and a Treasurer, both of 

whom offered their services after our A.G.M.  We have a full list of work needing to be done to assets in 
our Club. Railway extension, work to bring our Traction Engine up to complete working order. New build-

ings for railway engines, other items still needing attention include finishing off our kitchen area. Rail line to 
be extended for two foot gauge, carriages to be built, a sub-committee to plan and institute our next 

RALLY - in MAY 2020.  The list may seem insurmountable yet that is the present and the future: in our past 

many thought the same way !  Look at what has been achieved - grounds in particular - stationary engine 
restored and working, [original reason for forming our club]. Many other historic items have been similarly 

restored; the present and future are ours TODAY.   Arthur Boyd    [by his Ghost Writer] 
 

FROM THE EDITOR:   

 How did I land this position once again?  Yes, it is “again” - even then I could 
add that same word “again” a number of times over. Well be as it may you have me 

now. It is my important duty [if they be the words] to thank Lindsay Elliott for his 

hard and consistent work for our club. Lindsay has been editor, publisher and  
Treasurer for the past three or so years, two tasks that have been more than time 

consuming. How can I - on behalf of all of us - say enough to cover this ?  From my 
own perspective I am fully aware of how much effort is involved in producing a 

readable newsletter yet Lindsay did more than that.  We owe a lot to him for his 
work: THANK YOU again.  This edition will  look different in set out than those 

under Lindsay’s hand, it is because of a great rush and need to get it out.  Some 

content may not be what you expect; please let me know what YOU WOULD LIKE for next issue.   
President Arthur Boyd has been “Ghost written” because of work required to get this out, it is very late at 

night and time has almost beaten me.  Presidential Tweets will come by email when necessary.  
Computer expertise is not in my personal realm, please understand I am doing my best at this time. Grand 

children are visiting in a couple of days; I definitely will need their assistance.  Until next time .... take care  

enjoy our great hobby and those enthusiasts within it.                   Mal. Grant 
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 JACK SANKEY BOULEVARD                  
 
 

Sub-titled.     HOW BAD ROADS LOST A WAR 
 

At a recent Gisborne showing of vintage machinery I was intrigued by a “Stone Crusher” displayed and 
used by John McKenzie: whilst watching rocks being placed into a hopper then come out as gravel my 

question was, “what for ?”  Well for road base that’s the reason; though how indeed did it relate to our 
story’s headline. Perhaps it may be better if I went back to the beginning.   

Recently I was reading the July 1913 issue of Building; a Sydney based magazine which had an article 

concerning the Balkans War - of 1912 - and how Bulgaria, Montenegro, Servia, [sic] Turkey and Greece, 
had come to the point of war, well actually it got beyond that stage as war did come.             

Readers might be wondering what this has to do with roads, a rock crusher, combatants and our club.  
In the article I found that Captain George A. Taylor of the Australian Intelligence Corps told his audience at 

the United Services Institution, details of when shots were first fired in the land where forefathers of our 
civilization were born; stating those armies involved had very little in the way of transportation and indeed 

had to traverse areas where roads were generally non existent. Intrigued by military terminology, use of 

weapons, horse drawn wagons etc, I pondered as to whether steam traction engines were involved as they 
had been in South Africa during the Anglo - Boer War; this time there were no such references !. 

Memories flooded back of driving old Land Rovers over dusty mountain tracts in a similar cradle of civiliza-
tion when I was “part of a force ‘holding the line’ between two participants.”  [Greece and Turkey].            

Roads definitely played a great part at that time but back to Australia, to Gisborne with a selected date of 

1928. Why 1928, well as can be seen from these photographs supplied by Tom Sankey - of his father - 
Jack, mother Florence; siblings Jack [Jnr.] sister Florence and himself. I hasten to add Tom was  probably 

around 2 years in photo’s nearing the start of 1940. 
Jack Sankey [Snr.] an Englishman; migrated to Australia around 1928, gained a job with the Country Roads 

Board, married Florence and began driving a McDonald Roller. Later he graduated to driving a grader and 
other machinery whilst making roads in the Mallee Country near Sea Lake then towards Mildura, back to 

Sea Lake then eventually down towards Castlemaine, Muckleford and to Rowsley - near Bacchus Marsh.        

As can be seen from the photographs, living conditions were not easy though we are comparing conditions 
of today as against 1930 - 1940.  Imagine the dust, heat and lack of companionship for Florence from 

other mothers with small children, their playground equipment being fuel drums, used tyres, Mickey [the 
Dog,] a pram for Florence, for Tom and Jack their own companionship.  Living was hard, sometimes even 

harsh, though this is again, is comparing “then to today.” 

Jack continued his work, levelling, maintenance, building roads for everyone to travel on. A lonesome task 
as few vehicles were seen on the unpaved roads of that time but at least the family enjoyed many different 

camping spots where leisure time could be taken with each other, after a hard days work. 
As the years rolled on there was a move to Sale where Jack was employed very near to Sale R.A.A.F. Base.  

War had begun. [Had Captain George A. Taylor’s advice been taken by those at his 1913 lecture ?]  it is 
not for us to say, rather though to ponder.   

 

The family were very happy to be at Sale and Tom very soon engaged himself as a Junior Airman ??   - at 
the R.A.A.F. Guardhouse where he was looked on as a mascot due to “parading himself” in a manner          

similar to that used by R.A.A.F. personnel at the Base. 
 

As time moved on the Sankey’s moved to Gisborne to live in an old farm house on Bill Brady’s farm; today 

it is part of a huge housing estate; though those of us who can recall same usually remember a large rock 
pool from where bluestone had been removed; it was “before the time” - in having a personal swimming 

pool in their own backyard !  Hunting rabbits, seeking out mushrooms on the farm and nearby paddocks 
were part of the weekly pleasures of Tom and Jack [Jnr.] it also brought in a little “pocket money” - as the 

rabbits and mushrooms were sold to travellers on the nearby highway. 

 
Looking back, these photographs show a different era to what we now have at Gisborne Steam Park where 

Jack [Jnr.] and Tom, have both been heavily involved in ground works which were once a swamp and part 
of the old Gisborne Racecourse.  Jack graded the entrance way alongside of our C.R.B. Compound many 

times over, often using the Gisborne Council grader [ Official Permission ]. For his contribution the Club 
members have decided to officially name this area as ...... “Jack Sankey Boulevard.”  

Admittedly this story has almost become a “Family History” report yet it also recognizes hard work put in 

by generations past and present.. 

 



  

  

 

The photographs shown are now mostly eighty to 
ninety years old [in 2019]. Quality of reproduction 
is best possible in the circumstances and are 
shown here as a reminder of how roads were 
made in the 1930 - 1940 era. Along with same are 
a number of family shots and scenes which were 
undoubtedly very important at the time they were 
taken [as well as today !]. 
Top one shows the C.R.B. Grader at Sea Lake, 
then Loddon River with bridge just discernible in 
the background. 
It may be hard to see but the next one is labelled 
-  Mixer at work on Kerang - Cohuna Road 1938.                        
A usable road network is something of vital impor-
tance for commercial and strategic purposes as 
well so take a moment and think of the past when 
unsealed roads were the norm; today most of our 
highways are sealed perhaps we don’t give as 
much thought to them as we should ?  Imagine a 
requirement to get to somewhere interstate in 
somewhat of a hurry and there are no other way 
to get there but by road.  I hasten to add this 
happened to us when a 10pm phone call required 
as to be in Broken Hill by 2 pm the next day !  No 
aeroplane availability meant immediate road trip 
and many hours of night driving to Mildura then a 
change for Audrey to drive onwards.  At that time 
it was hard physically but reasonable as all roads 
were sealed.                 No thought was given as 

to how the roads were originally formed, sealed or maintained, that is until these photo-
graphs came to light.  My memory returned to the Broken Hill trip and very much belated 
“thanks” to the builders and men such as Jack Sankey who was one of the pioneers who 
maintained part of the area during his time in the Country Roads Board.  Many remarks 
have been given to his grader in particular but there must also be lots of credit to his 
wife Florence who came along with their family; think of her as she cared for children, 
washing, preparing meals, taking care of their camp where Jack stored his grader etc.  
Undoubtedly it was a life of very hard work for all, most 1930’s road were unsealed, Jack 
had to level areas previously selected or got ready by other crews with equipment such 
as theodolites, maps and surveying tools.  My descriptions may never get the real truth 
or feelings of the men and women who made our roads for us to travel on, yet in the 
same way each photograph has a “story.”   Jack’s grader had to be prepared each morn-
ing, camp fires lit, wood to be obtained the night before or carried from the last available 
site etc.  Florence had to ensure meals were prepared, lunch for Jack whilst he was away 
and washing water obtained from a nearby river such as the Loddon which is shown in 
one photograph. You are asked to look at each one, [whether described or not] and think 
of those who prepared roads for us today. 
 



 



      

   

A days work not only 
meant something to be 
done on a road but attend-
ing so such matters as a 
blown out tyre on a trailer.  
Setting camp again in yet 
another location, getting 
water from a river or 
maybe something new; 
working with others with a 
truck and blower, spraying 
out hot tar perhaps ? 
A break on the side of a 
road in somewhat desolate 
conditions.  
Yet another move with the grader towing a trailer full of gear 
plus a “workman’s hut” with still another “conveyance” behind 
that !   Details of how the Sankey “mobile home” was moved 
can also be guessed at.  

So exciting was the arrival of a car and caravan one day that a 
photograph was needed.   
Note the shadow of a photographer ! 

  ABOVE ............ 
Fuelling up for a days work: whilst to the 
left a young Florence is interested not 
only in her father’s grader blade but in 
what was going on with the camera. 



  

  

Familiar scenes com-
pared with others on 
“on the track” though 
there is one “spot the 
difference” item. 

Have you spotted the difference in these photo’s.  
No it is not the baby whilst living in Swan Hill - in  
suburbia ?  No, indeed not, it is the “Brady Homestead” 
in Brady Road Gisborne ............ Shown in the shot just 
above the baby ! [Florence Elizabeth Sankey - taken  
1938 in Swan Hill ]. 
 
 

            U S U A L L Y   C O M E S   

             T H R O U G H    H A R D     W O R K  

DEDICATION / NAMING   of   JACK SANKEY BOULEVARD 

ADVICE WILL COME TO ALL via EMAIL 

  STEAM PARK GISBORNE             ALL WELCOME 



 

 

 

  

THE MAN HIMSELF.   Jack Sankey had a brother in         
England, his name was Tom, the family unfortunately lost 
Tom when he was driving a horse and cart along an ice        
covered road.  It appears the horse slipped, the shaft broke 
and Tom was unfortunately speared by the broken shaft 
which resulted in his death.  Tom’s financial legacy was given 
to Jack and this was used for his migration costs to Australia.  
Tom Sankey: presenter of these photographs was named 
after his late Uncle. 

 
 
To the left: levelling prior to 
hot tar spar being sprayed 
on the roadway. 
 
 
 
 
 

Last but not least we have “washing day at 
camp” - somewhere along the track; together 
with the need of yet another tyre change. 

      Finally .... In Gisborne.   
Look carefully at this “Bailey Bridge” - ex 
Royal Australian Engineer - members will 
no doubt recall these bridges and how 
heavy they were when building same over 
rivers etc.  Certainly my recollection is of 
extremely heavy parts; lifting them into place; no wonder I transferred to “Transport.”  
ABOVE and to RIGHT.  Jack’s grader crossing over Jacksons Creek where the present 
bridge is, then coming from the direction of our Steam Park, heading in direction of 
Mount Macedon.  



 

Our road making sojourn may be 
almost finished but not before a 
parting shot of Tom; supplier of 
these photographs. Tom would 
have been around 2 years old at 
this time.  
Determination showed then as 
now, something started has to 
be finished. 
 
 
 

 
Hamilton Street Gisborne; 
middle to late 1920’s. Many 
more similar stories could 
evolve from .......... 
“Gardiners Garage.” 
The road seems to be dirt 
but perhaps “wetted” down 
with an oil / tar mix. 
 
 

Jack Sankey and Arthur Quaife - at the old 
Brady Homestead during one of our rare 
snowfalls.  [ Date unknown ]. Maybe late 
1940’s early 1950’s. 
 
It is doubted that Jack had to get his 
grader out to clear any of the snow even 
though on at least one occasion there was 
a fall of at least eight to ten inches ! 
               [approximately 20 c.m.] 
 

Below Left: Fisher Street Gisborne, Sept. 
2019 - a small fall of snow. 

 

Typical unsealed country road. 



Blood - Sweat & Tears - went into this research & report ! 
“OUR” thresher / thrasher; is a Clayton & Shuttleworth - you can correct spelling, any mistakes plus add 
information; but ......?  THRASHING as against THRESHING .......... what is the difference ? 

Oh yes, the “but.” [as in headline]. Our machine - Serial No. 46559 or is it T215 ?           
[ Custodian / Restorer ] Andrew McSwain, is happy to see such drawings as these sent in by 
Roger Payne on Clayton & Shuttleworth as well as other makes. This drawing is circa 1881 
“Andrews’ machine” [Club] is probably around 1910, plus an editor would surely be just as 
pleased to receive some information as have nothing, after all you can add your comments and 
descriptions if you wish as there is nothing definite about this item !  Woops, there is more: so 
much that I will have to re - type a lot of the story direct from ENGINEERING of 1881.           
One hope of the writer is that my eyes will hold out enough to get the full detail - even just part, 
from ENGINEERING without leaving out some vital statistics, measurements etc. There are many 
stories, restorations and ideas within our group at Gisborne, why not just let your fingers rip and 
inform us of what you are doing  [ or you may just be receiving more of this type of article in the 
future ].  I hope I leave you with a few thoughts.  Many thanks again to Roger Payne for these 
ENGINEERING articles [ more to come ].  Imagine our Clayton & Shuttleworth machine trundling 
through Gisborne behind Joe Peavey’s  traction engine, as it actually did for many years.  
Traction engine drivers like Joe Peavey or thresher workers with names such as Paterson,            
Morrison, McKenzie etc., spring to mind, are there others ?  



 



 

*Paper read before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. 1879.                    
Now M.C.G.; before our readers digest the following information it is wise to admit again that all 
this was copied from the ENGINEER of May 6, 1881.   Yes  definitely admit to same and advise 
all that Roger Payne actually gave same to us.   Phew, wouldn’t want anyone to think I knew 
what I was talking about !!!! 
  ON THRASHING MACHINERY By Mr W.W. Beaumont, of London. 
 “It is not the author’s intention to occupy time or space with the history of the invention and development of the 
thrashing machine; as although of much interest, it is perhaps already sufficiently accessible in the two leading English 
engineering journals for the second half of this year 1879, and in previously existing writings. Probably therefore, an 
apology is needed for dealing with modern machinery only.   There is perhaps no single machine designed to carry out 
any series of operations or processes, in which so many conditions and circumstances are involved, and have to be 
fully considered and provided for, as the finishing thrashing machine.  

 
Jack Sankey - plus some others - actually recall our thrasher being towed through Gisborne      
behind Joe Peavey’s old traction engine, [anyone know its’ make or have a photograph ?] -           
behind the thrasher was a mobile workers quarters, often a trailer behind that !  Your imagination 
can run riot as you think of this; the engine and equipment were being used at Diggers Rest, 
Sunbury and returning to Gisborne, it was not an unusual sight to see in the 1950’s and even into 
the 1960’s. Joe Peavey lived on the hill coming into town from Melbourne direction; Joe Morrison 
the thrasher owner, lived on the hill on the other side of town. In those times you can say it was 
“different” - a little like when our portable was towed from Gisborne to Museum Motors; though 
as you are mostly aware from an existing video, there was assistance given by police with flash-
ing lights etc., not something likely to be seen in the current days, however the thrasher is seen 
at our Annual Run with its’ wheels, cogs and bits and pieces turning over. Well worth a look and 
a talk with those members attending to the requirements of a furnace - with wood - and water in 
the boiler. Do you recall James Carter racing on his “go - mobile” when steam came from the 
hose feeding water into the boiler after a stoppage when the hose was disconnected in 2017, you 
will realize just how fast James can act when the boiler has its’ water supply cut off ! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

OUT AND ABOUT .........  
A collection of matters which count !  At our A.G.M. Out-
going President Anthony Davis, together with Incoming 

President - Arthur Boyd: presented Quinn Linard [Junior 
Member of G.V.M.S.] a Certificate of Appreciation for his 

work and presence at the Miniature & Model Railway   

Section.  Josh; another Junior participant - has also been 
a great help in this section; thanks Josh & Quinn.            

A voucher for Train World - instituted by Arthur Boyd - 
was presented as a personal encouragement Award. 

 

A huge thank you to Hi Quality Group - one of our Sponsors - for the supply of 50 tonnes of high grade 
crushed rock; we are extremely grateful for this rock which will be generally used under the miniature rail 

line. Please; if you want high quality rock or gravel contact Hi Quality [ see their logo this issue ] 
 

On behalf of all members; “thank you ”  - Anthony Davis - for your tenure as President of our Club, the 
work put in behind the scenes together with that at our grounds is very much appreciated. Personally more 

could be said about lunches, meals, work on the two foot gauge railway etc but unfortunately space, time 

and abilities have just run out. We look forward to Anthony’s contribution as a committee member.       
Same thoughts apply to retiring Secretary, John McKenzie and anyone else who has given their time.         

Our committee is already working hard for the present and future with a new Secretary and new Treasurer. 
Personally I would like to thank both them and the Assistant Treasurer for taking on these tasks. 

 
PROSTATE CANCER DAY:  Anthony Davis - assisted by many others - ran the recent FUND RAISER; 

Anthony wrote an article for the Australian Model Engineer concerning what occurred, unfortunately there 

is not enough space to fully report on this day other to say it was a great success. Everyone involved       

deserves more thanks than that which can be given here; your efforts raised $800 : 00 plus it gave all of us 
a feeling of “helping.” Congratulations to everyone who did their bit. 

On the day the Perry loco was brought out and ran up and down the two foot track much to the delight of 

many visitors. Need I say our members as well ?  The future brightens as we see progress such as this ! 
John McKenzie’s stone crusher has been mentioned, we should forget Sid & Robert Green for bringing 

sandstone plus a vintage tractor to power the crusher. To “John” - the assistant engineer on crusher. 

John Steadman brought his “Teddy Train” - all the way from Portland; it is much appreciated. Club member 
“Jacko” - Mark Jackson - with Margaret and Arthur Boyd; stood out in the sun for many hours assisting in 

loading and unloading passengers.  Not forgotten; Macedon Ranges Car Club members who came along 
with cars and trucks to add to various displays.  BBQ helpers like Andrew McSwain, we thank collectively. 

Model railway pavilion, Tim Reid was helped by Josh & Quinn, thanks to both of them as all youngsters 

present really enjoyed the movements of these models. [as did us oldies as well]. Charles Cord’s donated 
rail track / layout was a sight to behold, we appreciated Charles’ donation via good offices of Len Redway. 

[Trusting this statement is correct in all detail].   Apologies to anyone overlooked. 
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  YOUR Editor ..... Apologizes for any mistakes, missing items or articles which may have been 

      forwarded to our previous editor or to our Post Box in Gisborne. Unfortunately time got 
    away from everyone - me in particular; I have no more hours than anyone else and indeed 

     find it very hard, mainly due to eyesight problems, to even get a newsletter ready let alone rush 

   out this edition. Reading, typing etc. have become harder than in the past year so some of the  
  stories you read [or ignore !] in this issue, were penned years back and left “waiting” in storage, 

some have just been selected randomly; apart from the SANKEY STORY.  
  

Most announcements are vitally important: thus EVERYBODY [and his / friends, companions] are welcome 
at the Official Announcement and naming of Jack Sankey Boulevard at Steam Park. Bring your children, 

grand children, kids next door etc., as on the day miniature trains will also be running.  
Advice of time, date; will come via email.  Please pass on to anybody not having direct electronic messaging. 

 

On a very sad note: we have just learnt of the passing of a great friend and club member; Gavin Aitken. 
Gavin died early in September and was buried in Gisborne. VALE my friend.  

Gavin was well known to many in the early vehicle movement; his choice of LARGE TRUCKS was evident 
when ever there was a rally on. To his wife and family we send our sincere condolences. 
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CORRESPONDENCE: P.O. Box 99 Gisborne 3437 

OCTOBER 16 - 17     BENDIGO SWAP.  Showgrounds - Bendigo 

                                                                      It is hoped next Steam Whistle will be out in late November, all                             

                                                           depends on what comes in or is required by committee. So be early;      

whilst I try to arrange various pages perhaps using previous layouts or decide on minor changes.    M.C.G. 

Sorry, but I’m not up to date as yet ! 

“Extra” days notified as necessary; by email. 

As soon possible. 

Lancefield and / or ... Ballarat; check 

last Steam Whistle for detail. 


